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1. Abstract
The new enhanced CLEAN power system has been introduced the last few years for all types of vessels.
This power system is particularly suitable for DP operated vessels and closed bus-tie operation (even with
only one engine on-line in combination with energy storage) which will be discussed in this paper.
The main electrical bus of the Siemens CLEAN systems is based on a nominal voltage of 930VDC. The
incomers to the main switchboard can be synchronous generators or other power sources like energy
storages or similar that is connected to the main bus through passive in-feed rectifiers. All loads to the
distribution are connected to the main bus through inverters.
Generally in AC distribution systems medium voltage levels like 6 – 11kV is necessary when the installed
power on a plant is above 10-12 MW due to high short circuit levels on the main AC switchgear.
This type of power plant does not need high short circuit power to blow fuses and breakers as this is a all
drives distribution system of the main power system and as such the generators are of special design with
high Xd” and low max short circuit current. The rectifiers is designed to handle the max short circuit
current the generator can provide in any failure and Siemens are introducing a new protection system for
the power generation in addition to new method of engine speed control. Diesel engines are operated with
variable frequency in the range of 40 – 90Hz to optimize the fuel consumption and CO2 and NOx
emissions of the power plant. Approximate values of CO2 reduction and NOx reduction are up to 15%
and 85% respectively.
A new type of bus-tie (Intelligent Load Controller “ILC”) has been developed for the system. This bus-tie
enables segregation of the power sections and ensures that the short circuit rating on one section is not
transferred to other adjacent sections. A severe failure like a short circuit will only impact the affected
section since the ILC’s disconnects the connection to the other sections in the range of 10-50
microseconds to avoid propagation of faults to the adjacent switchboard sections. This functionality
makes it possible to build low voltage system without considering the limitations in switchgear short
circuit strength. To utilize this potential, several DC switchboards can be connected together separated by
ILC’s to form a line or a closed ring configuration which in sum will give room for considerably more
installed power in this DC power system compared with a conventional AC low voltage system.
The ILC will disconnect any rapid current rise above a preset value and the non affected sections will
hardly see a voltage dip due to the fast disconnect. The operation of the loads on the none-affected power
sections will not be disturbed. The ILC has several layers of internal failure protection and have an
isolator breaker for maintenance and repair purposes.
This type of power / distribution system does not need transformers for harmonic reduction in front of
large drives and several switchboard layers are removed and as such there is a substantial volume/weight
saving potential which translates in higher pay load on the vessels.
All loads are distributed from the main switchboard through individual variable frequency drives. All
motors above approx 50kW have to be supplied by a dedicated inverter due to the limitation of start
current of DOL started behind an inverter supplied distribution system. The max size of DOL started
motors depends on the size of the inverter feeding the distribution system. Inverter feed distribution
system will have transformers on secondary side to suit the voltage level required. This will also create a
clean power distribution system with very low harmonic distortion (similar like UPS distribution).
All larger motors are supplied with inverters will enable better load control as they can be temperature,
pressure or otherwise controlled to improve the total power utilization of the vessel.
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Harmonic distortion in this type of solutions will only be an issue for the generators as they will be
connected directly to 6-pulse diode rectifier loads. This means that the generators have to be designed to
handle the level of harmonic distortion that is typical for a 6-pulse rectifier.
To achieve even better fuel economy and improved safety energy storages can be added at the main bus.
The energy storage can be designed to give power for a substantial time (several MW of capacity in 6-12
min) and can be designed to aid the power system during rapid load variations.
In addition the introduction of this type of energy storage will enable the power plant to be designed for
operation with one engine on line even in a closed ring operated power plant during low load demand
periods.
The energy storage is designed to cover these functions:
BRT (Black out Ride Through) safety functionality for station keeping loads.
Back-up power for low power operation (one-two engines on line).
Peak power demand dampening.
The energy storage controllers are specially designed for the purpose with a cascaded control with an
inner current controller limiting the storage current within the requirements of the storage. In case of a DC
bus bar short the chopper will go into current controlled mode. At this stage we can choose to either trip
the chopper or let it continue supply current into the arc. If the chopper continues to supply current, the
chopper can momentarily charge up the dc bus bar and supply energy from the battery to the loads until
the generators are ready to supply power. This will fulfill the IEC/TR 61641 Ch. 8 criterion 7.
The energy storage can be fit to any vessel with adaptable storage size for the desired time of backup
power. Typically 6-60 minutes.
This type of power plants has several benefits as shown listed below:
Improved safety in the power plant
Reduced volume and weight of the power system
Reduced maintenance on diesel engines (increase maintenance intervals and less operation hours)
Reduced fuel consumption
Reduced emissions
No theoretical limitation of short circuit power in LV distribution system
Possibility to include safety functions and extended functionality by use of energy storage
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2. Traditional and new power system solution for DP3 closed ring
2.1.

Introduction

The last years it has become apparent that closed ring operated DP vessels has advantages that makes this
operational mode more and more advantageous to vessel owners. Technology has moved forward and
safety in closed ring operated vessels has been essential in the discussions. The first few closed ring
operated vessels has been proven by extensive FMEA testing before sail-off at the yards. Live short
circuit testing to finally prove the fault ride through capabilities of the vessels has been introduced as
requirements by the class companies and has been performed during sea trials on the first vessels.
However the need for this kind of testing has been heavily discussed.
Many rig owners are about to move from the conventional power solutions towards closed ring operated
vessels mainly because the operational flexibility is substantially better. Fuel savings due to operation
with fewer engines on line do also lead to substantial emissions savings. This again improves the
maintenance intervals on the engines with lower cost for the operators, etc. In addition will HSSE related
advantages come as a consequence since maintenance of engines can be done in engine rooms with no
running engines. All these items have contributed to the move towards this new way of operating DP
vessels.
One of the key reasons why vessels can be operated in an acceptable safe manner with the power plant
connected in a closed ring is the introduction of self sustained autonomous islands each consisting of a
generator and a thruster string where all station keeping auxiliaries are fed from the same section.

2.2.

Fault tolerant power system based on “self sustained islands”

Key features in the first generation closed ring operated power plants are solved by enhanced fault
integrity system consisted of following advanced features:
Self-sustained islands: Intelligent autonomous power producers and consumers without cross
dependency. Due to advanced zonal fault protection scheme, the protection system is able to isolate the
fault within the sub-section, and allows loss of only one thruster due to single fault. As there are no crossdependences, than loss of single sub-section shall not have impact on the rest of the system that remain
intact.
Advanced short-circuit and earth-fault protection: special protection relay scheme where maximum
possible short-circuit fault detection and fault isolation is accomplished and where several functions are
used as a back-up to back-up, resulting in the system that can clear any major fault very fast, and where
advanced back-up functionality will allow protection system to operate with minimum delay in any
situation; With respect to above, detailed design of protection system has been performed considering
opening time of breakers, relay respond time with Furrier fast transformation algorithms for harmonic
calculation and inrush restraint, relay pick-up time, relay drop-out time. Detailed studies have been done
to dimension the current transformers (CTs) and avoid saturation, and CT accuracy is carefully selected.
Communication capabilities (based on IEC 61850 protocol) of the protection scheme have been
continuously tested in the lab during the development of the system.
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Voltage transient mitigation: allows for sensitive fault protection and smooth operation of the power
plant; two methods have been implemented: 1. soft voltage build-up on AVR allows generator to recover
voltage in 5 seconds and pre-magnetize all connected consumers (transformers) without inrush thus
avoiding transformer saturation due to fast flux recovery and 2. Design of Pre-magnetizing circuit for the
transformers with synch-check capability implemented inside protection relays (Siprotec). With respect to
these methods, extensive number of studies has been performed for estimating the transformer inrush.
Advanced interlocking / relay scheme enabling safe use of the system in remote and local mode,
reducing risks of human error;
Fault ride through capability of generators: enable system return to operating point without equipment
failure; With respect to fault ride through and relay protection, number of short-circuit studies has been
performed on number of project and detailed data collected for generators, AVR, governors, engines.
Generator Protection Controller (GPC) – special generator fault detection and fault isolation product, it
is based on previously developed product by Siemens called P3. GPC is model based, it has two levels, in
basic level 1, it may be supplied as additional back-up, while Level 2 shall cover for more sophisticated
faults, which are more difficult to detect.
Fault ride through capability off essential equipment e.g. thruster and drilling VSD: all equipment is
designed with features for maximum fault ride through capability. Kinetic recovery during the fault ride
through is able to keep the VSD operational during longest fault/short-circuit scenario.
Advanced generator adaption (GPA) – algorithm used in e.g. blackout situation when load on generator
becomes suddenly higher than 110% and frequency starts to drop rapidly. By use of thruster and drilling
VSDs, GPA will enable fast load adaptation of the generators in less than 100 ms;
Methods to deal with hidden faults: will allow dealing with any hidden fault that was not defined “a
priory” or where equipment major protection and its back-up also failed;
Fast power system recovery after blackout; if the blackout occurs, the system shall recover very fast,
within less than 30 seconds is advantageous.

Figure 1: SLD of a closed ring power plant with two engines on line.
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New power system based on “self sustained autonomous islands”

The idea behind running DC grid power plants in a closed ring configuration was conceived during the
testing of a new DC isolation switch developed some few years back by the Power Electronics Centre in
Trondheim. This switch was named “Integrated Load Controller” (ILC) and the intention of the
development was to be able to in a safe manner split and connect a large AC Drive system feed from
several power sections. The background for the development was the need to control short circuit power
levels on each section due to the high number of drives connected on the same bus.
The test results during the final testing of the new ILC was consistent and steadily showing that the
switch tripped a short circuit in less than 20 micro seconds with a test setup that consisted of a 220kA
peak energy storage based power source on one side and a short circuit connected on the other side. The
tests also showed that the ILC was both able to disconnect very fast upon a failure and that the ILC also
could connect again to restore after the failure was cleared. From these test results a new idea of a closed
bus-tie power plant was conceived based upon self sustained autonomous sections with ILC switches as
bus-ties.

Figure 2A: Closed ring operated power plant with DC main bus and all AC power cables.
In this power plant drives are feeding all suppliers. This is based on 690V drives that have been well
proven in thrusters drive and drilling drive applications for many years already. Drives are also feeding
the lower level distribution at voltage levels such as 690V, 440V or 230V. Some design rules will,
however, apply with respect to the max size of load in such a distribution system. All motors of a certain
size will have to be connected with individual drives at 690V main DC bus because the drives feeding the
distribution system are working in similar fashion as an UPS. They will have limited max current
capabilities and can as such only blow fuses up to a certain size. The present design rule is that individual
motor loads of approx 50 kW and above will have individual drive at the top level. This will, however,
vary dependent on the rating of the inverter feeding the distribution system, based upon the number of
parallel inverters in one distribution feeder.
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Figure 2B Example of a self sustained autonomous island in the new power plant
The power plant must be fitted with ILC’s to split each island / section in the necessary sections according
to design intent (as shown in figure 2B). This will enhance the availability and redundancy in the total
power system and also make the solution comply with Enhanced Reliability rules from the class
companies. To keep the redundancy and necessary fault tolerance an ILC must be mounted on each side
of each section

Figure 2C Example of a small power plant on a typical DP 2 vessel with the new power plant
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Figure 2D: Functional representation of the solution for a typical vessel.

3. Main components in the new power solution.
3.1.

General

The power generation part of the system consists of diesel engines, generators and diode rectifiers with
necessary protection of the system connected to the DC bus. The main control principle in this type of
plant is based on voltage regulation. No synchronizing is required in this power plant since engines are
started and voltage is ramped up until the engine shares the load with the other engines on the DC bus.
This leads to the elimination of one of the main failure causes in a conventional power plant in this new
plant design as there is no need for synchronization.

3.2.

Diesel engines

The diesel engines are preferably of a responsive high speed type up to approx 5,5-6 eMW that is
operated with variable frequency ranging from 40 – 90Hz. The Diesel engines must be fitted with SCR’s
for emissions cleaning purposes. Running engines with SCR’s in conventional plants is efficient with
respect to NOx cleaning from approx 30/35 - 100% loads. However, with a variable frequency operated
plant tests on operating vessels has shown efficient NOx cleaning from approx 6% - 100% load. This has
resulted in approx 85% NOx emissions reduction on a vessel in operation with this solution installed.
The reason for this improvement is because engines running with variable frequency are seeing a relative
higher load over the power range compared to fixed speed engines. This will lead to higher exhaust
temperatures above the low limit for SCR’s efficient cleaning over a much larger load area. SCR’s are in
general efficient when exhaust temp is above 280-290 Deg C.

3.2.1. Fuel Saving Evaluation
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The DC distribution system in the new concept introduces opportunities for fuel saving from different
points of view. As the diesel engines are not limited to a fixed frequency anymore, the diesel engines can
operate with variable speed which enables lower specific fuel consumption (SFC). In addition, SFC
curves for variable speed diesel engines are typically flat over a wider range of power compared to those
of fixed-speed engines. Therefore, diesel engines can operate efficiently over a wider range of load.
Figure 3A and 3B shows and compares specific fuel consumption for the two modes for diesel engines.

Figure 3A– Comparison of variable-speed with fixed-speed operation in terms of specific fuel
consumption.

Figure 3B–Variable-speed vs. fixed-speed operation specific fuel consumption.
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Generators

Generators are also designed to operate on variable frequency with necessary reinforcements. In this type
of power plants high short circuit current capacity from the generator is not needed. There is no need for
harmonic reduction transformers and no need for large short circuit current capabilities to blow fuses
since this is an all drives distribution system.
Generators are designed with relatively high Xd” and they are oversized to handle the harmonic content
of a 6 pulse rectifier. The max size of a generator for such plants will be approximately 5MW (6MVA).

3.4.

In-feed rectifiers

The generator in-feed rectifiers in the main distribution system have to be designed for max reliability and
as such diode rectifiers without fuses on the input have been chosen. The DC side of the rectifier has been
equipped with a no load disconnection switch for service purposes. Diode rectifiers are well proven with
very high reliability and have undergone several tests to prove the design and the fault tolerance of the
overall system design.
Short circuit tests on DC side of rectifier, single diode failure tests and ground fault tests have been
performed and the test have shown minimal impact on the rectifiers during a failure. See figure 3A that
shows an oscilloscope picture of the actual short circuit test done to prove the rectifiers capability.
The test setup is shown in figure 4B
The requirements defined for the test:
 The diodes in the rectifier bridge should not be damaged during any of the short circuits tests.
 Mechanical torques in the machine (and Diesel) during short circuit tests should not
harm / destroy any of the mechanical parts/windings.

Figure 4A: DC short circuit voltage of approx 690 Vrms and 41.7 Hz. Channels, 1: Iac1 (1A measured>1kA), 2: Iac3(1A measured->1kA), 3: Uac12, 4: Uac23
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Figure 4B Test setup during short circuit tests of generator and rectifier

3.5.

Generator Protection Unit (GPU)

Each generator is protected by a Generator Protection Unit (GPU) against short-circuit and over-load of
the generator. GPU takes action when the generator current has been above a set limit over a certain
period of time. As soon as the overload conditions are met, GPU trips the generator excitation controller.
Therefore, the generator current decays afterwards to 0. This is different to the protection principles of ac
networks where the generator continues to supply the fault current until the protective relays can detect
and isolate the fault. In this new system the dc fault current is mainly supplied by the capacitor banks of
the inverter modules. The reaction of the capacitor banks to the fault is even faster and more intense than
that of the generators. Therefore, it is not necessary to keep generators supplying the fault current.
Figure shows the generator current under dc fault conditions. The left point indicates the point where the
generator current crosses the current limit. As the current remains above this limit over a certain time,
GPU trips the excitation system. Thereafter, the generator current declines.
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Figure 5 Two-section dc distribution systems with new power plant concept.

Figure 6 Short-circuit current of the generator, Prospective and actual values on the ac side.
The generators contribute to the fault; however, their contribution is limited by the high sub-transient
reactance Xd”. The generators are specifically designed with high sub-transient reactance values to
effectively limit the generator short circuit faults. This eliminates the need for protective fuses for the
rectifiers, since the generator short circuit current would always be below the rectifier current tolerance.
Figure 7 illustrates this by comparing the maximum generator short circuit current with the rectifier
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current limit through simulation. Error! Reference source not found.4A shows the results of the
practical short-circuit test on the generator unit. Comprehensive short-circuit tests are carried out on the
generator-rectifier system that validate the system viability.
Single rectifier bridge
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Figure 7– Rectifier current limit compared to mean short-circuit current of the generator-rectifier unit
(The exciter is tripped 3 ms after the fault)

3.6.

Semiconductor Fuses

Power Semiconductor devices are able to handle enormous power within a small physical size. Due to
their relatively small mass, these devices have limited capacity to withstand overload stresses. A shortcircuit in the dc distribution bus could lead to fault currents with orders of magnitude greater energy than
the capacity of these devices in the inverters. High-speed fuses are chosen to protect each inverter by:




safely interrupting high prospective fault currents in extremely short times
limiting the value of excessive current to pass through the device
limiting the thermal energy (∫i2dt or I2t) passing through the device during fault interruption

3.6.1. Sensitivity of fuses
The fuses are dimensioned so that they can clear any fault in their protection zone even with least possible
energy level. Therefore, it is verified that each inverter fuse operates under minimum short circuit current
conditions in their protection zone. These conditions hold when:




Minimum number of generators and inverters are connected to the dc bus.
The dc bus voltage is at lowest level within its range.
The generator frequency is at its upper limit which creates largest sub-transient reactance

As an example, Figure illustrates that the sensitivity of the fuse of SGM1 is sufficient to interrupt a
minimum short circuit fault in its protection zone. In this figure, the minimum prospective short circuit
current is compared with the time-current pre-arc characteristic of the fuse. It can be seen that the fuse
would start to melt in around 0.2 ms after the fault occurs.
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Figure 8– Minimum short circuit prospective (RMS) current of SGM1 compared to its fuse pre-arc curve.

3.6.2. Selective operation of the fuses
In addition to the sensitivity requirements, the selectivity among different fuses is of great importance.
This means that none of the fuses react to a fault out of their protection zones, even if the fault is of
maximum possible energy. These conditions hold when:




Maximum number of generators and inverters are connected to the dc bus.
The dc bus voltage is at highest level within its range.
The generator frequency is at its lower limit which creates smallest sub-transient reactance

As an example, it is ensured that none of the fuses of Inverters Inv1, Inv2, and Inv3 in Figure operate if a
short circuit with maximum energy occurs in protection zone of SGM1 fuse or on the dc distribution bus.
This is illustrated by Figure where the prospective short circuit currents of the inverters are compared
with the time-current pre-arc characteristic of their fuses under maximum fault conditions. As seen in the
figure, none of these inverter fuses would operate, which provides a selective clearance of the fault.

Figure 9– Short circuit prospective (RMS) currents of inverters compared to their fuse pre-arc curves.
(From left to right: Inv1, Inv2, and Inv3)
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Intelligent Load Controller (ILC) design, test and qualification

Arcing faults in DC-systems do not to self-extinguish, as there doesn’t exist any current zero-crossings as
in AC systems. Therefore, the metallic-contact circuit breakers are essentially ineffective due to standing
arcs between ACB contacts after breaking.

Bus Section 2

Bus Section 1

A key element of the new protection system is a new DC bus-tie, linking adjacent sections of the DC
distribution bus. This bus-tie is a solid-state controllable breaker called “Intelligent Load Controller
(ILC)” which is able to instantly break any dc short circuit fault current occurring on the distribution bus.
The ILC immediately isolates the faulty section from the healthy parts of the system. The breaking time
of the ILC is between 10 µs and 50 µs dependent of the impedances in the overall system. Figure shows a
schematic overview of an ILC, linking bus section 1 to bus section 2. In case of a current rise above the
set threshold on each side of ILC, the controller commands proper gate signals to disconnect the two bus
sections. In order to prevent voltage transients caused by high di/dt freewheeling diodes are considered as
represented by D1 and D2 in the drawing below.

Figure 10– Schematic overview of the ILC
Figure 1 shows current curves during a breaking operation of the ILC when a short circuit occurs on side
1. The top curves show a longer time window, and the bottom curves illustrate an enlarged view over the
breaking time. As soon as the ILC current crosses a certain threshold, the IGBTs are turned off. The
current of the healthy section (side 2) rapidly drops to zero as shown by green curve. The transient current
passes through the freewheeling diode D1. The current of faulted side decays to zero in a slower manner
which is shown by yellow curve. This decaying current passes through the capacitor bank and RCD
branch on side 1.
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Green: Current Side 2
Red: Difference of yellow and pink

The extended reliable protection system for this new power plant system consists of ILC’s, fuses, and
isolators as shown in Figure for a two-section dc distribution system. In order to describe the protection
scheme, a case study is considered wherein a short circuit has occurred on the dc side of SGM1 inverter.
As the fault has occurred on switchgear A, the ILC instantly disconnects the two surrounding buses, and
switchgear B continues operating without being affected by the fault.

3.8.

Energy storage solutions as part of the system.
3.8.1. The Energy Storage System (ESS)

The energy storage system consists of energy storage and an Energy Storage Controller (ESC). The ESC
can be a bi-directional DC-DC converter or a DC-AC controller for use in AC grids that controls the
power flow to and from the energy storage. The energy storage could be based on different technologies
such as batteries, ultra/super-capacitors or electrolytic capacitors.
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Figure 12A- Single line including energy storage connected to main bus.

3.8.2. The Energy Storage Controller (ESC)
The energy storage controller developed for the purpose is mainly targeting the offshore and marine
market. The essential function is to supply energy from the energy storage to the DC bus in a drive system
in case of:
 Failure in running engines (Blackout Fault Ride Through functionality).
 High load power derivatives (dP/dt both in positive and negative direction)
In addition, ESC plays a key role in DC voltage stabilization and generator support for this new power
plant system where generators are directly connected to the DC main distribution bus with diode
rectifiers.
Figure 22B shows the energy storage controller in a typical DC distribution system. The batteries shown
can be replaced with super-capacitors or capacitors depending on the objectives of the storage.

Figure 2B: Typical DC bus system with energy storage controller
The converter design is based on half-bridge modules which can be easily integrated into different power
plant topologies. The design is chosen based upon systems requirements from clients requirements
encountered the last few years.
The equivalent schematic of the topology for high-intermittent power application is shown in Figure 3.
This topology consists of the same half-bridge modules connected in parallel to provide high current
ratings. This topology is an interleaved boost topology wherein the IGBT legs are controlled by phaseshifted pulse width modulation to minimize ripples on the inductor current and the capacitor voltage.
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Figure 3: Bidirectional chopper shown with capacitors as energy storage.

3.8.3. Control Functions
The control function of the ESC is based on current-mode control of the converter. The current reference
can be adjusted through three different modes, depending on the application. These modes are droop
control, power compensation, and frequency compensation.
 Droop control is implemented through a V-I droop-characteristic curve, which is mainly for
battery solutions since it is meant for long term leveling contribution and safety purposes.
 Power compensation is aimed at supplying or absorbing power in a tightly-controlled manner. It
can be used for load leveling and acceleration aid purposes as examples.
 The frequency compensation is considered for sustaining stability of the power system. This
function can also be used in AC power systems to stabilize the frequency under sudden load step
changes.
The three different modes can be activated in the control system depending on the application
requirements. The below figure 14 shows actual curves from a live test of a vessel and illustrates how the
energy storage keeps the plant alive during a simulated blackout while recovering the power plant.

Figure 14: Actual screenshots of a live test done on one of the first vessels with energy storage.
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4. Fuel and emissions study of the solution
Fuel consumption and emissions analysis for all vessels delivered with the new power plant solution with
variable speed generators and high density energy storage modules, batteries will be documented in an
early stage of each project and the studies can be performed by Siemens or by third parties. Several of the
reports made have been done by independent companies in cooperation with the vessel owners.
Conservative studies show a potential fuel savings of 20-30%. The level will of course vary in the
different modes of operation as shown in the table below.
A typical fuel savings analysis for a typical vessel can be calculated from the operational modes, based on
one year of operation.
Type of operation
Normal operation
est. 76 %
DP est. 8%
Quay est. 3%
Standby est. 3%
Transit est. 10%

Engines running
4

Operation hours
6384

Power in kW
1923

Fuel savings %
25%

2
1
2
2

672
252
252
840

987
400
987
4600

24%
30%
24%
1%

Engine type calculated in this sample is MaK:
- Variable speed 4 x MaK 9M25C, 500 – 750 rpm
- Constant speed 4 x MAK 9M25C
For all modes in the table above calculations are made with DPII operation and 4 engines running with
open Bus-Tie. As it is unlikely to operate in such condition with one engine each side, two engines each
side is the baseline due to redundancy requirement. Opposite to a fixed speed system the savings for the
new power plant is more or less independent of open or closed Bus Tie as rpm is adjusted according to
power needs. However closed Bus Tie operation for this new power plant system is possible and will
reduce engine running hours as well as wear and tear further and as such fuel savings of more than 30%
can be achieved specially when combined with energy storage solutions.
With energy storage added to the solution the potential saving can increase quite a lot. The energy storage
can utilize regenerative power from the plant for charging and careful calculations has shown savings
potential of approximately 2000-3000 kWh pr day which translates into estimated fuel savings of 100-150
Ton MGO of fuel in addition pr year. This again represents a substantial emission reduction.
Several further studies of vessels in contract are in process but the result from these studies was
unfortunately not ready for this paper. The studies will cover both fuel economy and emissions. Further
evaluations related to maintenance savings due to optimal operation of the plant is in progress as well.
Model of the power plant solution is made and will be expanded with new functionality as the solution
evolves.
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5. Reference projects with the solution
Several projects have been and are in progress of being equipped with this new power plant solution installed.

First DP2 vessel with the new power plant solution. Edda Ferd, Østensjø.

11 DP2 vessels for Tidewater

2 DP2 vessels to Esvagt

1 DP 2 vessel for Otto Candies

4 Tugboats for Switzer

First DP3 operated vessel with the new power plant solution (Possibly with Closed
Ring), Østensjø.
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6. Conclusion
The fundamental principle in a safe and reliable closed ring operated power plant is to segregate the
station keeping equipment into self-sustained autonomous groups. A single failure also considering
hidden failures shall not reduce the capability of the plant to less than the design intent. The protection
system must be made to comply with these fundamentals.
The new solution discussed in this paper can be said to comply in a better way than an AC closed ring
solution due to the following:
 The ILC bus ties segregating the power sections are tripping a short circuit fault in 10-50μS
because the trip level is set at 7000A DC.
 This ultra fast tripping ensures that the other sections are unaffected by the short circuit fault.
 Fault ride through testing of the system to prove this capability is done in the test field during
FAT.
 This type of testing is not destructive in a LV power plant when designed as described.
 This solution improves fuel & emissions savings substantially compared with most other existing
AC power grid solutions due to the variable frequency operation of the diesel engines.
 This solution combined with suitable sized energy storages can further enhance operation, safety,
maintenance, fuel efficiency and emissions.
 MW capacity energy storages installed in this solution can further reduce (remove) the risk of
blackouts and assist with extended recovery time (1 - 60 minutes) to enable safe restart of diesel
engines.
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